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1

Overview
This chapter contains the following sections:
• Cisco Evolved Programmable Network , page 1
• Related Documentation, page 1
• Large Network LDP-SR Interworking Deployment Model , page 2

Cisco Evolved Programmable Network
Cisco Evolved Programmable Network (EPN) is built on the successful EPN architecture framework to bring
greater programmability and automation. This effort is part of a multi-year ongoing development program
that is built towards a flexible, programmable, and cost-optimized network infrastructure that Cisco targets
to deliver in-demand fixed and mobile network services.
The Cisco EPN system design follows a layered design aimed to simplify the end-to-end transport and service
architecture. By decoupling the transport and service infrastructure layers of the network, it allows these two
distinct entities to be provisioned and managed independently. The Cisco EPN also allows programmatic
interaction between the service and transport layers.

Related Documentation
To explore the transport design, service design, reference Network Service Orchestrator (NSO) user guide
and reference system test topology of Cisco EPN, you can refer to the guides given below:
• Transport Design Guide
• Services Design Guide
• Network Service Orchestrator User Guide
• System Test Topology Reference Guide
In addition to the Large Network with Segment Routing and LDP Interworking deployment model, the Cisco
EPN can be implemented with one of the following deployment models:
• Small Network - End to End Segment Routing
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• Large Network - End to End Segment Routing
• Large Network - End to End Programmable Segment Routing
• Large Network - Inter-AS End to End Segment Routing
• Large Network - Layer2 Access to Segment Routing Transport

Large Network LDP-SR Interworking Deployment Model
The large network LDP-SR interworking deployment model describes the interworking of Segment Routing
(SR) and LDP. This typically happens during the migration phase where SR is available in one part of the
network and LDP is available in another part.
Typically, large network is divided into access, pre-aggregation, aggregation, and core domains. Each domain
is running a separate IGP instance and during migration, some of the domain could be running SR and some
LDP, here we provide examples where LDP is running in access and aggregation domain. There is no special
configuration for interworking, as all the IGP instances are contained within their domains and BGP LU is
used across domains.
Inter-domain nodes such as those between access and pre-aggregation or pre-aggregation and aggregation or
aggregation and core act as inline RR, Route Reflectors doing BGP-LU. In the core network, dedicated
Transport RRs complete the end-to-end advertisements of SE, Service Edge to SE reachability information,
while dedicated Service RRs enable the propagation of service specific routes to the SE nodes.

Applicable Services
You can deploy the following services through NSO and using manual command line interface (CLI)
configuration.
• LDP based virtual private wire service (VPWS).
• Ethernet Virtual Private Network (EVPN) based VPWS.
• LDP virtual private LAN service (VPLS).
• VPLS using BGP auto-discovery (BGP-AD).
• Layer-3 virtual private network (VPN) service.
• LDP based hierarchical virtual private LAN service(H-VPLS).
• H-VPLS using BGP-AD.
• H-VPLS integrated with Provider Backbone Bridging EVPN (PBB-EVPN).
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Network Topology
The figure shown below depicts the network topology used to validate all the services addressed in this
deployment model.
Figure 1: Large Network with Segment Routing and LDP Interworking

The network consists of two access domains namely Ring11 and Ring31, connected to two pre-aggregation
domains namely Ring 10 and Ring 40 respectively. The pre-aggregation domains namely Ring10 and Ring40
are connected to aggregation domains Ring 9 and Ring 30 respectively. The aggregation nodes are connected
to core domain.
Here, ISIS is used as the IGP to exchange internal routes and LDP is running on two domains, one on access
Ring 11 and another on the aggregation Ring 30. Rest all the domains are running segment routing to exchange
labels. This is an intra-AS deployment, so all domains are in single-AS, AS100.
The different domains are integrated through BGP labeled unicast, which enables the end-to-end distribution
of addresses and associated labels of service edge nodes.
To assist in the distribution, the following configurations are done as follows:
• Dedicated transport route reflectors such as T-RR1 and T-RR2 are implemented in the core.
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• Inline route reflectors are configured on the inter-domain nodes such as node 1002, node 1003, node
0908, node 0908, node 005, node 006, node 009, node 010, node 3003, node 3004, node 4006, and node
4007.
All these inline route reflectors are configured with next-hop-self, which is used to override the next-hop
address of advertised routes with the local address to enable forwarding towards the destinations within each
domain. The transport route reflector has BGP-LU neighborship with the service route reflector, to advertise
all the addresses of the service edge, so that service route reflector has reachability to all the service edge
nodes end to end.
All the services originating at the access node are configured between node 1107 on Ring 11 and node 3103
on Ring 31. Both the nodes are Cisco ASR920 devices.
All the hierarchical services such as H-VPLS have:
• Access Provider Edge (PE) function enabled on the access nodes namely node 1107 and node 3103.
• Service PE function enabled either from the pre-aggregation nodes or aggregation nodes.
For this deployment model, note that the:
• Reference pre-aggregation nodes are node 1003 on Ring 10 and node 4006 on Ring 40.
• Aggregation nodes are node 0909 on Ring 9 and node 3004 on Ring 30.
The pre-aggregation routers are ASR903 and aggregation routers are ASR9K devices.
For all the services, the subscriber UNI is always an 802.1q interface.
Different VLANs are being used for the services provisioned through CLI or NSO.
For all applicable services, the customer routes are distributed site-to-site through two centralized service
route reflectors such as S-RR1 and S-RR2 that peer directly with all the service edge nodes, for example, node
1107 and node 3103. The service route reflectors also peer with pertinent pre-aggregation and aggregation
nodes for hierarchal services. The service route reflector uses specific BGP subsequent address family identifiers
(SAFI) as per the features under deployment.
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For easier understanding of the configurations, the figure shown below indicates the loopback addresses of
all the nodes in the topology.
Figure 2: Large Network with Segment Routing and LDP Interworking Loopback Addressing
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Transport Configuration
This chapter contains the following sections:
• Device Roles, page 7
• Core Node Configuration, page 7
• Core ABR Node Configuration , page 9
• Aggregation ABR Node Configuration, page 11
• Pre-aggregation ABR Node Configuration, page 17
• Transport Route Reflector Configuration, page 22
• Service Route Reflector Configuration, page 25
• Access Provider Edge Configuration, page 30

Device Roles
Each deployment model has various device roles such as access PE, pre-aggregation PE, aggregation PE, core
PE, route reflector and so on. In the following section, the transport configuration pertinent to this deployment
model is captured. Multiple nodes take a particular role in the network, but the transport configuration of one
of those nodes is captured as a sample in this section. Similarly, multiple interfaces exist as part of a particular
section for example, IGP configuration. Here, only the configuration associated to one of those interfaces is
captured to avoid duplication. It does not provide the entire configuration for a particular node including IGP,
BGP, route-policy, or prefix-list.

Core Node Configuration
All core network nodes are either ASR9000 or NCS6000 devices.
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In the figure shown below, the core node, for example, node 001 is configured for data collection. Similarly,
the other core nodes such as node 002, node 003, and node 004 can be configured.
Figure 3: Large Network with Segment Routing and LDP Interworking

The core nodes are running IGP with segment routing and topology-independent loop-free alternate (TI-LFA)
for faster convergence.
segment-routing
global-block 16000 32000
!
router isis core
is-type level-2-only
net 49.0000.0000.0000.0001.00
address-family ipv4 unicast
metric-style wide
segment-routing mpls
!
interface Bundle-Ether21
circuit-type level-2-only
point-to-point
address-family ipv4 unicast
fast-reroute per-prefix
fast-reroute per-prefix ti-lfa
!
!
interface Loopback0
passive
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address-family ipv4 unicast
prefix-sid index 1
!
!
!

Core ABR Node Configuration
The core ABR is a node on both the core and aggregation rings. All the core ABRs are ASR9000 devices and
act as inline route reflectors.
In the network topology, the core ABR node, for example, node 005 is configured for data collection. Similarly,
the other nodes such as node 006, node 009, and node 010 can be configured for data collection.
The core ABR nodes are running separate IGP instances for the core and aggregation domains, while configuring
the BGP to do inter-domain routing.

IGP Configuration
Two separate IGP instances are configured on the core ABR nodes towards the core and aggregation domains.
The segment routing and TI-LFA are enabled for both the instances.

IGP for Core Facing Ring
The IGP configuration for core facing ring is given below:
segment-routing
global-block 16000 32000
!
router isis core
is-type level-2-only
net 49.0000.0000.0000.0005.00
address-family ipv4 unicast
metric-style wide
segment-routing mpls
!
interface Bundle-Ether51
circuit-type level-2-only
point-to-point
address-family ipv4 unicast
fast-reroute per-prefix
fast-reroute per-prefix ti-lfa
!
interface Loopback0
passive
address-family ipv4 unicast
prefix-sid index 5
!
!

IGP for Aggregation Facing Ring
The configuration of the aggregation facing IGP instance is given below:
router isis ring9
is-type level-2-only
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net 49.009.0000.0009.0005.00
address-family ipv4 unicast
metric-style wide
segment-routing mpls
!
interface Loopback9
passive
address-family ipv4 unicast
prefix-sid index 905
!
!
interface TenGigE0/0/0/20
circuit-type level-2-only
point-to-point
address-family ipv4 unicast
fast-reroute per-prefix
fast-reroute per-prefix ti-lfa
!
!

The aggregation and core IGP instances are different.

BGP Configuration
The BGP configuration involves implementing the following:
• BGP-LU session with transport route reflector.
• BGP-LU session with pre-aggregation inline route reflector.
• BGP Prefix-Independent Convergence (BGP-PIC).

BGP Labeled Unicast Neighborship to Transport Route Reflector
The BGP configuration for transport route reflector is given below:
router bgp 100
neighbor-group T-RR
remote-as 100
update-source Loopback0
address-family ipv4 labeled-unicast
multipath
next-hop-self
!
!
neighbor 100.0.11.0
use neighbor-group T-RR
description Transport RR1
!
neighbor 100.0.21.0
use neighbor-group T-RR
description Transport RR1
!
!

BGP Labeled Unicast Neighborship with Aggregation ABR
The BGP-LU configuration is given below:
router bgp 100
neighbor-group RRC1
remote-as 100
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update-source Loopback9
address-family ipv4 labeled-unicast
route-reflector-client
next-hop-self
!
!
neighbor 100.9.8.0
use neighbor-group RRC1
!
neighbor 100.9.9.0
use neighbor-group RRC1
!
!

BGP Prefix Independent Convergence
The BGP PIC configuration is used to provide node redundancy for aggregation ABR nodes acting as inline
route reflectors.
router bgp 100
bgp router-id 100.0.5.0
ibgp policy out enforce-modifications
address-family ipv4 unicast
additional-paths receive
additional-paths send
additional-paths selection route-policy ADDPATH
allocate-label all
!
route-policy ADDPATH
set path-selection backup 1 install multipath-protect advertise
end-policy
!

Aggregation ABR Node Configuration
The aggregation ABR is a node on both the aggregation and pre-aggregation rings. All the aggregation ABR
nodes are ASR9000 devices, that act as inline route reflectors. The rest of the pre-aggregation nodes on the
ring are ASR903 devices.
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In the figure shown below, the node 0908 is configured for data collection. Similarly, the other nodes such
as node 0909, node 3003, and node 3004 can be configured. LDP based configuration is taken from node
3003 of Ring 30.
Figure 4: Large Network with Segment Routing and LDP Interworking

The aggregation ABR nodes are running separate IGP instances for the aggregation and pre-aggregation
domains, while the BGP LU is configured for inter-domain routing.

IGP for Pre-Aggregation Facing Ring
This section of configuration is applicable to aggregation ring running segment routing. Configuration is
collected from node 0908 of ring 9 on the network topology. Similar configurations applies to node 0909.
The aggregation ABR nodes are running separate IGP instances for the aggregation and pre-aggregation
domains. The segment routing and TI LFA are enabled for both the instances.
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IGP Configuration
Two separate IGP instances are configured on the aggregation ABR nodes towards the aggregation and towards
the pre-aggregation domain. Aggregation instance is running LDP or SR for label distribution and SR is
configured towards the pre-aggregation network.

IGP for Aggregation Facing Segment Routing Ring
This section of configuration is applicable to aggregation ring running segment routing. Configuration is
collected from node 0908 of ring 9 on the network topology as shown in the below figure. Similar configurations
apply to node 0909.
Figure 5: Large Network with Segment Routing and LDP Interworking

segment-routing
global-block 16000 32000
!
router isis ring9
is-type level-2-only
net 49.009.0000.0009.0008.00
address-family ipv4 unicast
metric-style wide
segment-routing mpls
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!
interface Loopback9
passive
address-family ipv4 unicast
prefix-sid index 908
!
!
interface TenGigE0/0/0/1
circuit-type level-2-only
point-to-point
address-family ipv4 unicast
fast-reroute per-prefix
fast-reroute per-prefix ti-lfa
!
!

IGP for Aggregation facing LDP based ring
This section of configuration is applicable to aggregation ring running LDP. Configuration is collected from
node 3003 of ring 30 on the network topology as shown in the below figure. Similar configurations apply to
node 3004 .
Figure 6: Large Network with Segment Routing and LDP Interworking

router isis ring30
is-type level-2-only
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net 49.0030.0000.0030.0003.00
address-family ipv4 unicast
!
interface Loopback30
passive
address-family ipv4 unicast
!
interface TenGigE0/0/0/1
circuit-type level-2-only
point-to-point
address-family ipv4 unicast
fast-reroute per-prefix
!
mpls ldp
router-id 100.30.3.0
interface TenGigE0/0/0/1
interface TenGigE0/0/0/0

IGP for Pre-Aggregation facing ring
The pre-aggregation facing segment routing based IGP configuration is given below:
router isis ring40
net 49.0040.0000.0040.0003.00
nsr
log adjacency changes
address-family ipv4 unicast
metric-style wide
ispf
segment-routing mpls
!
interface Loopback40
passive
address-family ipv4 unicast
prefix-sid index 4003
!
!
interface TenGigE0/0/0/10
bfd minimum-interval 15
bfd multiplier 3
point-to-point
address-family ipv4 unicast
fast-reroute per-prefix
fast-reroute per-prefix ti-lfa
!
!

BGP Configuration
The BGP configuration can be implemented with the following:
• BGP-LU session with core ABR.
• BGP-LU session with pre-aggregation ABR.
• BGP-PIC.
• Redistribution of ABR’s loopback into BGP.
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BGP-LU Neighborship to Core ABR
The configuration is given below:
router bgp 100
neighbor-group RR-Ring9
remote-as 100
update-source Loopback9
address-family ipv4 labeled-unicast
next-hop-self
!
!
neighbor 100.9.5.0
use neighbor-group RR-Ring9
!
neighbor 100.9.6.0
use neighbor-group RR-Ring9
!

BGP-LU Neighborship to Pre-aggregation ABR
router bgp 100
neighbor-group RRC-Ring10
remote-as 100
update-source Loopback10
address-family ipv4 labeled-unicast
route-reflector-client
next-hop-self
!
!
neighbor 100.10.3.0
use neighbor-group RRC-Ring10
!
neighbor 100.10.4.0
use neighbor-group RRC-Ring10

BGP Labeled Unicast Neighborship to Service Route Reflector for Hierarchical Virtual Private
LAN Service
Note

The BGP-LU neighborship to service route reflector is required only for the H-VPLS service, as the
aggregation ABR node is acting as a Network Provider Edge (N-PE). For all the other services, this
neighborship configuration is not required.
router bgp 100
neighbor-group SvRR
remote-as 100
update-source Loopback9
address-family vpnv4 unicast
!
address-family vpnv6 unicast
!
address-family l2vpn vpls-vpws
!
address-family l2vpn evpn
!
!
neighbor 100.0.12.0
use neighbor-group SvRR
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!
neighbor 100.0.22.0
use neighbor-group SvRR
!

BGP Prefix-Independent Convergence Configuration
The BGP-PIC configuration provides node redundancy for pre-aggregation ABR nodes acting as inline route
reflectors.
router bgp 100
bgp router-id 100.9.8.0
ibgp policy out enforce-modifications
address-family ipv4 unicast
additional-paths receive
additional-paths send
additional-paths selection route-policy ADDPATH
allocate-label all
!
route-policy ADDPATH
set path-selection backup 1 install multipath-protect advertise
end-policy

Advertising Loopback into BGP with Prefix SID for Hierarchical Virtual Private LAN Service
Note

This specific configuration is required only for H-VPLS service, as the aggregation ABR nodes are acting
as n-PE. It is used to advertise the ABR's loopback to the service route reflectors, to achieve reachability.
For all the other services, this neighborship configuration is not required.
router bgp 100
address-family ipv4 unicast
network 100.9.8.0/32 route-policy SET-SID(908)
allocate-label all
!
route-policy SET-SID($SID)
set label-index $SID
end-policy

Pre-aggregation ABR Node Configuration
The pre-aggregation ABR is a node on both the pre-aggregation and access rings. All the pre-aggregation
ABR nodes are ASR903 devices that act as the inline route reflectors. The rest of the access nodes on the ring
are ASR920 devices.
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In the figure shown below, the pre-aggregation ABR node 1003 is configured for data collection. Similarly,
the other pre-aggregation ABR nodes such as node 1002, node 4006, and node 4007 can be configured.
Figure 7: Large Network with Segment Routing and LDP Interworking

The pre-aggregation ABR nodes are running separate IGP instances for the pre-aggregation and access domains,
while the BGP is configured for inter-domain routing.

IGP Configuration
Two separate IGP instances are configured on the pre-aggregation ABR nodes towards the pre-aggregation
and access domains. The segment routing and TI-LFA are enabled for both the instances.

IGP for Pre-aggregation Facing Ring
The configuration of the pre-aggregation facing instance is given below:
router isis ring10
net 49.0010.1000.1000.3000.00
is-type level-2-only
metric-style wide
segment-routing mpls
fast-reroute per-prefix level-2 all
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fast-reroute ti-lfa level-2
microloop avoidance protected
passive-interface Loopback10
!
segment-routing mpls
!
set-attributes
address-family ipv4
sr-label-preferred
exit-address-family
!
global-block 16000 32000
!
connected-prefix-sid-map
address-family ipv4
100.10.3.0/32 index 1003 range 1
100.11.3.0/32 index 1103 range 1
exit-address-family
!

IGP for Access Facing Ring
The configuration of the access facing instance is given below:
router isis ring11
net 49.0011.1000.1100.3000.00
is-type level-2-only
metric-style wide
segment-routing mpls
fast-reroute per-prefix level-2 all
fast-reroute ti-lfa level-2
microloop avoidance protected
passive-interface Loopback11
!
segment-routing mpls
!
set-attributes
address-family ipv4
sr-label-preferred
exit-address-family
!
global-block 16000 32000
!
connected-prefix-sid-map
address-family ipv4
100.10.3.0/32 index 1003 range 1
100.11.3.0/32 index 1103 range 1
exit-address-family
!

BGP Configuration
The BGP configuration can be implemented with the following:
• BGP-LU sessions with aggregation ABR.
• BGP-LU sessions with access provider edge.
• BGP-PIC.
• Redistribution of access PE loopbacks.
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BGP Labeled Unicast Neighborship to Aggregation ABR
The configuration of the BGP-LU with the pre-aggregation inline route reflector is given below:
router bgp 100
bgp router-id 100.10.3.0
neighbor IBR peer-group
neighbor IBR remote-as 100
neighbor IBR update-source Loopback10
neighbor 100.10.8.0 peer-group IBR
neighbor 100.10.9.0 peer-group IBR
!
address-family ipv4
neighbor IBR send-community
neighbor IBR next-hop-self all
neighbor IBR send-label
neighbor 100.10.8.0 activate
neighbor 100.10.9.0 activate
exit-address-family
!

BGP Labeled Unicast Neighborship to Access Provider Edge
Note

1 For the H-VPLS service, a point-to-point pseudowire (PW) is running from the access node that acts
as a user-facing provider edge (u-PE) to the pre-aggregation ABR node that acts a n-PE.
2 The deployment of BGP between u-PE and n-PE is not required for the instantiation of PW. So, the
following configuration is not needed for H-VPLS, but required for all the other services.
The BGP-LU configuration for access PE is given below:
router bgp 100
bgp router-id 100.10.3.0
neighbor Ring11-RRC peer-group
neighbor Ring11-RRC remote-as 100
neighbor Ring11-RRC update-source Loopback11
neighbor 100.11.5.0 peer-group Ring11-RRC
neighbor 100.11.6.0 peer-group Ring11-RRC
neighbor 100.11.7.0 peer-group Ring11-RRC
neighbor 100.11.8.0 peer-group Ring11-RRC
!
address-family ipv4
neighbor Ring11-RRC send-community
neighbor Ring11-RRC route-reflector-client
neighbor Ring11-RRC next-hop-self all
neighbor Ring11-RRC send-label
neighbor 100.11.5.0 activate
neighbor 100.11.6.0 activate
neighbor 100.11.7.0 activate
neighbor 100.11.8.0 activate
exit-address-family
!
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BGP Neighborship to Service Route Reflector for Hierarchical Virtual Private LAN Service
The BGP configuration is provided below to enable the exchange of service specific routes for the
pre-aggregation ABR.

Note

1 For the H-VPLS service, a point-to-point pseudowire is running from the access PE that acts as a u-PE,
to the pre-aggregation ABR node that acts as a n-PE.
2 The deployment of BGP between u-PE and n-PE is not required for the instantiation of PW. Therefore,
the following configuration is not required for H-VPLS service, but required for all the other services.
router bgp 100
bgp router-id 100.10.3.0
neighbor SvRR peer-group
neighbor SvRR remote-as 100
neighbor SvRR update-source Loopback10
neighbor 100.0.12.0 peer-group SvRR
neighbor 100.0.22.0 peer-group SvRR
!
address-family vpnv4
neighbor SvRR send-community extended
neighbor SvRR next-hop-self
neighbor 100.0.12.0 activate
neighbor 100.0.22.0 activate
exit-address-family
!
address-family l2vpn vpls
neighbor SvRR next-hop-self
neighbor 100.0.12.0 activate
neighbor 100.0.12.0 prefix-length-size 2
neighbor 100.0.22.0 activate
neighbor 100.0.22.0 prefix-length-size 2
exit-address-family
!

BGP Prefix Independent Convergence Configuration
The BGP PIC configuration provides node redundancy for the pre-aggregation ABR nodes acting as inline
route reflectors.
router bgp 100
bgp router-id 100.10.3.0
!
address-family ipv4
bgp additional-paths select backup
bgp additional-paths install
exit-address-family
!

Redistribution of Access Provider Edge Loopback into BGP
The following BGP configuration is required to distribute the IGP facing access domain into BGP, so that the
loopback of the access node are available at the transport route reflector and in turn at the service route reflector
through inline route reflectors on a hierarchical basis.
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Note

To redistribute the loopback of service PE into BGP and to make it available at transport route reflector
and in turn at service route reflector:
• Redistribute the IGP in BGP at the ABR
• Redistribute it in BGP with prefix segment identifier (SID).
The service PE can be XE and XR devices. As of XR 6.1.3 and XE 3.18.* , the BGP prefix-SID is supported
only on XR devices.
For this configuration, the core ABR, aggregation ABR and pre-aggregation ABR are XR devices.
For XR devices, it is recommended to redistribute with BGP prefix-SID.
For XE devices, the redistribution of IGP into BGP is recommended. It is also recommended to limit the
prefixes in BGP by using route-policy, to permit just the intended loopback addresses.
router bgp 100
bgp router-id 100.10.3.0
!
address-family ipv4
redistribute isis ring11 level-2 route-map Ring11-Loopbacks
exit-address-family
!
route-map Ring11-Loopbacks permit 10
match ip address prefix-list Ring11-Loopbacks-PrefixList
!
ip prefix-list Ring11-Loopbacks-PrefixList seq 10 permit 100.11.0.0/16
!

Transport Route Reflector Configuration
All the transport route reflector nodes are ASR9001 devices. Here in the figure shown below, the transport
reflector node T-RR1 is configured for data collection. Similarly, the node T-RR2 can be configured for data
collection.
This network model has a pair of transport route reflectors namely T-RR1 and T-RR2, which are deployed
to advertise and learn loopbacks of the service route reflectors and service edge nodes.
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The service edge node can be access, pre-aggregation (for H-VPLS service only), or aggregation ABRs (for
H-VPLS service only).
Figure 8: Large Network with Segment Routing and LDP Interworking

Core IGP Configuration
The transport route reflectors and service route reflectors are running on the core IGP. The core IGP is
configured with segment routing and TI-LFA.
router isis core
is-type level-2-only
net 49.0000.0000.0000.0011.00
address-family ipv4 unicast
metric-style wide
segment-routing mpls
!
interface Loopback0
passive
address-family ipv4 unicast
prefix-sid index 11
!
!
interface GigabitEthernet0/0/0/0
address-family ipv4 unicast
metric 10000
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!
!
!
segment-routing
global-block 16000 32000
!

BGP Configuration
The transport route reflectors are designed to have:
• BGP-LU sessions with all the core ABRs, which are acting as inline route reflectors for this deployment
model.
• BGP LU sessions with both the service route reflectors.

Note

For service route reflector redundancy, each transport route reflector is connected to both the service route
reflectors.

BGP Labeled Unicast Neighborship to Service Route Reflector
The BGP configuration of service route reflector is given below:
router bgp 100
bgp router-id 100.0.11.0
address-family ipv4 unicast
table-policy skip-fib-download
!
neighbor-group RR-Client
remote-as 100
update-source Loopback0
address-family ipv4 labeled-unicast
route-reflector-client
!
!
neighbor 100.0.12.0
use neighbor-group RR-Client
!
neighbor 100.0.22.0
use neighbor-group RR-Client
!
!
route-policy skip-fib-download
drop
end-policy

BGP Labeled Unicast Neighborship to Core ABR
The BGP-LU session is established with all the core ABRs that are acting as inline route reflector for
aggregation domain.
router bgp 100
bgp router-id 100.0.11.0
address-family ipv4 unicast
!
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neighbor-group RR-Client
remote-as 100
update-source Loopback0
address-family ipv4 labeled-unicast
route-reflector-client
!
!
neighbor 100.0.5.0
use neighbor-group RR-Client
!
neighbor 100.0.6.0
use neighbor-group RR-Client
!
neighbor 100.0.9.0
use neighbor-group RR-Client
!
neighbor 100.0.10.0
use neighbor-group RR-Client
!
!

BGP Configuration for Additional Paths
The redundancy of the inline route reflectors, transport route reflectors and service route reflectors is
implemented by enabling a particular prefix to be learned through multiple paths at the route reflector and at
the service edge nodes such as access node, pre-aggregation ABR, or aggregation ABR.
To achieve the path diversity and redundancy, the following configuration is required at the route reflector:
router bgp 100
bgp router-id 100.0.11.0
address-family ipv4 unicast
additional-paths send
maximum-paths ibgp 32
additional-paths selection route-policy ADDPATH
!
neighbor-group RR-Client
remote-as 100
update-source Loopback0
address-family ipv4 labeled-unicast
multipath
route-reflector-client
!
!
route-policy ADDPATH
set path-selection multipath advertise
end-policy
!

Service Route Reflector Configuration
This network model has a pair of service route reflectors namely S-RR1 and S-RR2 for redundancy purposes.
The service route reflector nodes are ASR9001 devices. Here, the service route reflector node S-RR1 is
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configured for data collection. Similarly, the node S-RR2 can be configured for data collection. The figure
shown below depicts the network topology.
Figure 9: Large Network with Segment Routing and LDP Interworking

The service route reflectors are deployed to exchange the customer service routes like vpnv4, vpnv6, l2vpn,
and so on, among the service edge nodes. The service edge nodes can be access node, pre-aggregation ABR
(for H-VPLS service only), or aggregation ABR (for H-VPLS service only).

Core IGP Configuration
The core nodes, transport route reflectors and service route reflectors are running on the core IGP. The core
IGP is configured with segment routing and TI-LFA.
router isis core
is-type level-2-only
net 49.0000.0000.0000.0012.00
address-family ipv4 unicast
segment-routing mpls
!
interface Loopback0
passive
address-family ipv4 unicast
prefix-sid index 12
!
!
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interface GigabitEthernet0/0/0/0
circuit-type level-2-only
address-family ipv4 unicast
metric 10000
!
!
segment-routing
global-block 16000 32000
!

BGP Configuration
The objectives of the service route reflector are:
• Get all the service PE loopbacks, so that the services can be built end-to-end. For this, the setup of
BGP-LU neighborship with transport route reflector is required.
• Build BGP neighborship with service PE for various services such as vpnv4, l2vpn, and so on. The
service edge nodes can be access nodes, pre-aggregation ABR (for H-VPLS service only), or aggregation
ABRs (for H-VPLS service only).
• It needs to be reachable to service edge nodes through transport route reflector. For this, it needs to
redistribute loopbacks into BGP with prefix-SID.
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• Each service PE needs to be connected to the two service RRs. Each service route reflector needs to be
connected to the two transport route reflectors for creating path redundancy. To achieve path redundancy,
the add-path configuration is required.
Figure 10: Large Network with Segment Routing and LDP Interworking

In the figure shown above, the node S-RR1 is configured for data collection. Similarly, the node S-RR2 can
also be configured.

Note

For transport route reflector redundancy, each service route reflector is connected to both the transport
route reflectors.

BGP Labeled Unicast Neighborship to Transport Route Reflector
The service route reflector builds BGP-LU neighborship towards transport route reflector, to learn the loopback
of the service edge nodes. For redundancy, the service route reflectors peer with transport route reflectors
namely T-RR1 and T-RR2.
router bgp 100
bgp router-id 100.0.12.0
address-family ipv4 unicast
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allocate-label all
!
neighbor-group vRR
remote-as 100
update-source Loopback0
address-family ipv4 labeled-unicast
next-hop-self
!
!
neighbor 100.0.11.0
use neighbor-group vRR
description CN-P-0011-XRv9K
!
neighbor 100.0.21.0
use neighbor-group vRR
description CN-P-0021-XRv9K
!
!

BGP Neighborship to Service Provider Edge
To build end-to-end connectivity for services, the service route reflectors have BGP neighborships with all
the service edge nodes in the network. The service PE can be access node, pre-aggregation node (for H-VPLS
service only), or aggregation node (for H-VPLS service only).
The BGP neighborship is required to propagate service specific routes for the end-to-end services deployed
at the service edge nodes such as vpnv4, l2vpn, and so on. For simplicity, the configuration for BGP
neighborship with two service edge access nodes is shown below. Similar configuration is needed when the
service edge nodes are pre-aggregation or aggregation ABRs for the H-VPLS service.

Note

For service route reflector to build the BGP neighborship with service PE, it needs to have reachability
to the service edge nodes programmed in its forwarding table (FIB). For this reason, download to FIB is
not prevented with any route-policy on the services route reflectors. In contrast, the FIB download can be
safely disabled on the transport route reflectors.
router bgp 100
bgp router-id 100.0.12.0
address-family ipv4 unicast
allocate-label all
!
address-family vpnv4 unicast
!
address-family l2vpn vpls-vpws
!
address-family l2vpn evpn
!
neighbor-group SvRR
remote-as 100
update-source Loopback0
address-family vpnv4 unicast
route-reflector-client
!
address-family vpnv6 unicast
route-reflector-client
!
address-family l2vpn vpls-vpws
route-reflector-client
!
address-family l2vpn evpn
route-reflector-client
!
!
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neighbor 100.11.7.0
use neighbor-group SvRR
!
neighbor 100.31.3.0
use neighbor-group SvRR
!
!

Advertisement of Service Route Reflector Loopbacks into BGP with Prefix-SID
The following configuration is required to make the service route reflector loopback available to the service
edge nodes through the transport route reflector and inline route reflector.
router bgp 100
bgp router-id 100.0.12.0
address-family ipv4 unicast
network 100.0.12.0/32 route-policy SET-SID(12)
allocate-label all
!
route-policy SET-SID($SID)
set label-index $SID
end-policy

BGP Configuration for Additional Paths
The following configuration enables path diversity for the network.
router bgp 100
bgp router-id 100.0.12.0
address-family ipv4 unicast
additional-paths receive
additional-paths send
additional-paths selection route-policy ADDPATH
!
neighbor-group vRR
remote-as 100
update-source Loopback0
address-family ipv4 labeled-unicast
next-hop-self
!
!
route-policy ADDPATH
set path-selection backup 1 install
end-policy
!

Access Provider Edge Configuration
All the access nodes in the network are ASR920s running Cisco IOS-XE.
The access nodes have:
• Both IGP and BGP configurations, but are part of single IGP domain.
• BGP configurations towards the pre-aggregation ABRs and service route reflectors.
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Multiple nodes act as the access nodes in Ring11 and Ring31 depicted in the below figure. Here, the node
1107 of Ring11 is configured for data collection. Similarly, the other access nodes in the network can be
configured for data collection.
Figure 11: Large Network with Segment Routing and LDP Interworking

Segment Routing and IGP Configuration
The segment routing based access domain ring 31 has a single IGP instance.
router isis ring31
net 49.0031.1000.3100.3000.00
is-type level-2-only
metric-style wide
segment-routing mpls
fast-reroute per-prefix level-2 all
fast-reroute ti-lfa level-2
microloop avoidance protected
passive-interface Loopback31
!
segment-routing mpls
!
set-attributes
address-family ipv4
sr-label-preferred
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exit-address-family
!
global-block 16000 32000
!
connected-prefix-sid-map
address-family ipv4
100.31.3.0/32 index 3103 range 1
exit-address-family
!
!

Label Distribution Protocol and IGP Configuration
The LDP based access domain ring 11 has a single IGP instance.
router isis ring11
net 49.0011.1000.1100.7000.00
is-type level-2-only
metric-style wide
segment-routing mpls
fast-reroute per-prefix level-2 all
fast-reroute ti-lfa level-2
microloop avoidance protected
passive-interface Loopback11
!
mpls label protocol ldp
mpls ldp discovery targeted-hello accept
interface TenGigabitEthernet0/0/12
mpls ip
!
interface TenGigabitEthernet0/0/13
mpls ip
!

BGP Configuration
The access node BGP configuration can be implemented with the following:
• BGP-LU neighborship towards pre-aggregation ABR nodes, that act as inline route reflector, with ingress
prefix filter.
• BGP neighborship with the service route reflectors.
• BGP PIC to provide pre-aggregation ABR redundancy.

Note

The ingress prefix list permits only the loopback of the service route reflectors and other access nodes.
As part of the transport configuration, this prefix list has only the loopback of the service route reflectors.
The prefix list gets modified as part of service provisioning by the NSO, to include the loopback address
of the service edge nodes on which the service is being configured. Similarly, if a particular service is
unprovisioned, the prefix list is modified by the NSO, to remove the loopback of the pertinent service
edge nodes.
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BGP Labeled Unicast Neighborship with Pre-aggregation ABR using Prefix List
The following configuration enables BGP-LU neighborship with pre-aggregation ABR.
router bgp 100
bgp router-id 100.11.7.0
no bgp default ipv4-unicast
neighbor IBR peer-group
neighbor IBR remote-as 100
neighbor IBR update-source Loopback11
neighbor 100.11.3.0 peer-group IBR
neighbor 100.11.4.0 peer-group IBR
!
address-family ipv4
neighbor IBR send-community both
neighbor IBR next-hop-self all
neighbor IBR prefix-list BGP-Prefix-Filter in
neighbor IBR send-label
neighbor 100.11.3.0 activate
neighbor 100.11.4.0 activate
exit-address-family
!
!
!
ip prefix-list BGP-Prefix-Filter seq 5 permit 100.0.12.0/32
ip prefix-list BGP-Prefix-Filter seq 10 permit 100.0.22.0/32

BGP Neighborship with Service Route Reflector
The following configuration enables BGP neighborship with the service route reflectors.

Note

If a PW is to be provisioned from the access node to either the pre-aggregation or aggregation ABRs, the
BGP configuration is not required for the access node to provide H-VPLS service.
router bgp 100
bgp router-id 100.11.7.0
no bgp default ipv4-unicast
neighbor SvRR peer-group
neighbor SvRR remote-as 100
neighbor SvRR update-source Loopback11
neighbor 100.0.12.0 peer-group SvRR
neighbor 100.0.22.0 peer-group SvRR
!
address-family vpnv4
neighbor SvRR send-community extended
neighbor SvRR next-hop-self all
neighbor 100.0.12.0 activate
neighbor 100.0.22.0 activate
exit-address-family
!
address-family l2vpn vpls
neighbor SvRR send-community extended
neighbor SvRR next-hop-self
neighbor 100.0.12.0 activate
neighbor 100.0.12.0 prefix-length-size 2
neighbor 100.0.22.0 activate
neighbor 100.0.22.0 prefix-length-size 2
exit-address-family
!
address-family l2vpn evpn
neighbor SvRR send-community both
neighbor SvRR next-hop-self all
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neighbor 100.0.12.0 activate
neighbor 100.0.22.0 activate
exit-address-family
!

BGP Prefix Independent Convergence
The following configuration enables pre-aggregation ABR redundancy.
router bgp 100
bgp router-id 100.11.7.0
!
address-family ipv4
bgp additional-paths select backup
bgp additional-paths install
exit-address-family
!

Multi-protocol Label Switching Configuration
The IGP protocol on the access node is enabled with segment routing. The access node does not need
Multi-protocol Label Switching (MPLS) Label Distribution Protocol (LDP) for IGP synchronization or any
label for services such as Vpnv4.
The access nodes need MPLS configuration for:
• Layer-2 VPN services with LDP signaling, to build required LDP sessions.
• Static VPWS.
mpls label range 6000 32767 static 100 5999
mpls ldp discovery targeted-hello accept
mpls ldp router-id Loopback11 force
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Service Configuration
This chapter contains the following sections:
• Configuration Settings, page 35
• Access Node Configuration, page 35
• Pre-aggregation and Aggregation ABR Configuration for Hierarchical-Virtual Private LAN Service,
page 40

Configuration Settings
In this chapter, the configuration details for all the applicable services of the large network LDP-SR interworking
deployment model are captured. The services can be configured using traditional CLI method or orchestrated
by Cisco NSO with Yet Another Next Generation (YANG) model.
The service configuration is primarily done on the access nodes for all the services other than the H-VPLS.
For providing H-VPLS service, the configuration is done on the pre-aggregation or aggregation ABRs that
act as n-PEs. The configuration is similar for all the nodes having a particular role such as access node,
pre-aggregation ABR, and aggregation ABR. For illustration purpose, only the configuration for a single node
is captured.

Access Node Configuration
For this deployment model, access nodes are on ring 11 and ring 31. All the services are configured on node
1107 and node 3103. The point-to-multipoint services involve few more access nodes. Here, the node 1107
is configured for data collection.

Label Distribution Protocol Based Virtual Private Wire Service
The following configuration is required to provide the LDP-signaled VPWS.
mpls ldp discovery targeted-hello accept
ethernet evc MAN-UC2_VPWS_R11_N7_to_R31_N3-1
!
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interface GigabitEthernet0/0/2
service instance 1000 ethernet MAN-UC2_VPWS_R11_N7_to_R31_N3-1
encapsulation dot1q 1000
xconnect 100.31.3.0 1000 encapsulation mpls pw-class MAN-PW-CLASS-MPLS
!
router bgp 100
bgp router-id 100.11.7.0
address-family ipv4
neighbor IBR prefix-list BGP-Prefix-Filter in
ip prefix-list BGP-Prefix-Filter seq 5 permit 100.0.12.0/32
ip prefix-list BGP-Prefix-Filter seq 10 permit 100.0.22.0/32
ip prefix-list BGP-Prefix-Filter seq 45 permit 100.31.3.0/32

Ethernet VPN Based Virtual Private Wire Service
The following configuration is required to provide EVPN based VPWS.
The following configuration is needed to provision EVPN VPWS.
mpls ldp discovery targeted-hello accept
l2vpn evpn instance 1100 point-to-point
!
vpws context MAN_UC2_VPWS_EVPN_R11_7_R31_3-1
service target 1100 source 1100
member GigabitEthernet0/0/2 service-instance 1100
!
interface GigabitEthernet0/0/2
service instance 1100 ethernet
encapsulation dot1q 1100
rewrite ingress tag pop 1 symmetric
!
router bgp 100
bgp router-id 100.11.7.0
address-family ipv4
neighbor IBR prefix-list BGP-Prefix-Filter in
ip prefix-list BGP-Prefix-Filter seq 5 permit 100.0.12.0/32
ip prefix-list BGP-Prefix-Filter seq 10 permit 100.0.22.0/32
ip prefix-list BGP-Prefix-Filter seq 45 permit 100.31.3.0/32

Label Distribution Protocol Based Virtual Private LAN Service
The following configuration provides LDP-signaled VPLS. It needs configuration on virtual forwarding
interface (vfi) level, pw-class for the vfi, and prefix-list, to enable all the access PEs’ involved in the VPLS
on bridge domain (BD).
ethernet evc MAN-UC2_VPLS_R11_Nx_R31_Nx-1
!
bridge-domain 800
!
interface GigabitEthernet0/0/2
service instance 800 ethernet MAN_UC2_VPLSLDP_R11_Nx_R31_Nx-1
encapsulation dot1q 800
bridge-domain 800
!
l2 vfi MAN_UC2_VPLSLDP_R11_Nx_R31_Nx-1 manual
vpn id 800
bridge-domain 800
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mtu 1508
neighbor 100.31.2.0 pw-class MAN-PW-CLASS-MPLS
neighbor 100.31.3.0 pw-class MAN-PW-CLASS-MPLS
neighbor 100.11.6.0 pw-class MAN-PW-CLASS-MPLS
!
pseudowire-class MAN-PW-CLASS-MPLS
encapsulation mpls
control-word
!
router bgp 100
bgp router-id 100.11.7.0
address-family ipv4
neighbor IBR prefix-list BGP-Prefix-Filter in
ip
ip
ip
ip
ip

prefix-list
prefix-list
prefix-list
prefix-list
prefix-list

BGP-Prefix-Filter
BGP-Prefix-Filter
BGP-Prefix-Filter
BGP-Prefix-Filter
BGP-Prefix-Filter

seq
seq
seq
seq
seq

5 permit 100.0.12.0/32
10 permit 100.0.22.0/32
45 permit 100.31.3.0/32
40 permit 100.31.2.0/32
55 permit 100.11.6.0/32

BGP Active Discovery Based Virtual Private LAN Service
The following configuration provides the LDP-signaled VPLS with BGP auto-discovery. It needs configuration
on interface level, vfi level, pw-class for the vfi and prefix-list. The prefix-list must be updated to allow all
the access nodes involved in the VPLS service.

Note

As part of the transport configuration, the BGP Subsequent Address Family Identifiers (SAFI) is configured
for Layer-2 VPN (L2VPN) based VPLS.
ethernet evc MAN-UC2_BGPVPLS_R11_Nx_R31_Nx-1
!
bridge-domain 900
!
interface GigabitEthernet0/0/2
service instance 900 ethernet
encapsulation dot1q 900
rewrite ingress tag pop 1 symmetric
bridge-domain 900
!
l2 vfi MAN_UC2_VPLSBGP_R11_Nx_R31_Nx-1 autodiscovery
vpn id 900
bridge-domain 900
!
router bgp 100
bgp router-id 100.11.7.0
address-family ipv4
neighbor IBR prefix-list BGP-Prefix-Filter in
ip
ip
ip
ip
ip

prefix-list
prefix-list
prefix-list
prefix-list
prefix-list

BGP-Prefix-Filter
BGP-Prefix-Filter
BGP-Prefix-Filter
BGP-Prefix-Filter
BGP-Prefix-Filter

seq
seq
seq
seq
seq

5 permit 100.0.12.0/32
10 permit 100.0.22.0/32
45 permit 100.31.3.0/32
40 permit 100.31.2.0/32
55 permit 100.11.6.0/32
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Layer-3 Virtual Private Network
The following configuration enables the IPv4 in Virtual Routing Forwarding (VRF) instance. It has various
components such as vrf definition, interface configuration, BGP SAFI configuration and prefix list configuration.
The prefix-list must be modified to enable the service edge nodes that are part of L3VPN.
vrf definition MAN_UC2_L3VPN_VRF1
rd 100:700
!
address-family ipv4
route-target export 100:700
route-target import 100:700
exit-address-family
!
address-family ipv6
route-target export 100:700
route-target import 100:700
exit-address-family
!
interface GigabitEthernet0/0/2
service instance 700 ethernet
encapsulation dot1q 700
rewrite ingress tag pop 1 symmetric
bridge-domain 700
!
router bgp 100
bgp router-id 100.11.7.0
address-family ipv4
neighbor IBR prefix-list BGP-Prefix-Filter in
exit-address-family
!
address-family vpnv4
neighbor SvRR send-community extended
neighbor SvRR next-hop-self all
neighbor 100.0.12.0 activate
neighbor 100.0.22.0 activate
exit-address-family
!
address-family ipv4 vrf MAN_UC2_L3VPN_VRF1
redistribute connected
exit-address-family
!
ip prefix-list BGP-Prefix-Filter seq 5 permit 100.0.12.0/32
ip prefix-list BGP-Prefix-Filter seq 10 permit 100.0.22.0/32
ip prefix-list BGP-Prefix-Filter seq 45 permit 100.31.3.0/32

Label Distribution Protocol Based Hierarchical Virtual Private LAN Service
The following configuration provides the LDP-signaled H-VPLS on the access nodes. The access node acts
as user-facing PE (u-PE) for the H-VPLS service. The configuration includes interface configuration, Xconnect,
Ethernet virtual connection (evc), and MPLS based LDP configuration.
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Note

For providing the H-VPLS service (for both LDP and BGP-AD cases):
• BGP configuration is not required for the access node that act as a u-PE
• BGP configuration is required only for the access node acting as a n-PE.

mpls ldp discovery targeted-hello accept
ethernet evc MAN_UC2_VPWS_LDPHVPLS_R11_N5_to_R9_8-1
!
interface GigabitEthernet0/0/2
service instance 1400 ethernet MAN_UC2_VPWS_LDPHVPLS_R11_N5_to_R9_8-1
encapsulation dot1q 1400
xconnect 100.9.8.0 209811701 encapsulation mpls
backup peer 100.9.9.0 209911701
!

BGP Auto Discovery Based Hierarchical Virtual Private LAN Service
The following configuration provides BGP-AD based H-VPLS on the access node. The access node acts as
a u-PE for the H-VPLS service. It needs configuration on interface level, Xconnect, evc and MPLS based
LDP.

Note

For the H-VPLS service (with both LDP and BGP-AD case):
• Access PE acting as u-PE does not require BGP configuration as it is going to be a simple pseudowire
between u-PE and n-PE.
• Accessing PE acting as n-PE requires the BGP configuration.

mpls ldp discovery targeted-hello accept
ethernet evc MAN-UC2_VPWS-BGPHVPLS_R11_N7_to_R9_8-1
!
interface GigabitEthernet0/0/2
service instance 1300 ethernet
encapsulation dot1q 1300
xconnect 100.9.8.0 209811711 encapsulation mpls
backup peer 100.9.9.0 209911711
!

Hierarchical Virtual Private LAN Service Integrated with Provider Backbone
Bridging Ethernet Virtual Private Network
The following configuration provides Provider Backbone Bridging (PBB) Ethernet VPN based H-VPLS on
the access node. It needs configuration on interface level, xconnect, evc, and MPLS LDP.
ethernet evc MAN_UC2_VPWS_PBBEVPN_R11_N7_to_R9_8
!
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interface GigabitEthernet0/0/2
service instance 1500 ethernet MAN_UC2_VPWS_PBBEVPN_R11_N7_to_R9_8
encapsulation dot1q 1500
xconnect 100.9.8.0 209811721 encapsulation mpls
backup peer 100.9.9.0 209911721
!

Pre-aggregation and Aggregation ABR Configuration for
Hierarchical-Virtual Private LAN Service
For all the H-VPLS services (LDP, BGP-AD and PBB EVPN), the n-PE can be either on the pre-aggregation
ABR or aggregation ABR. Here, the service configuration is captured from the pre-aggregation ABR, on node
1003 as shown in the below figure. Similar configuration is applicable for the remaining pre-aggregation
ABRs, such as node 1002, node 4006, and node 4007; and aggregation ABRs such as node 0908, node 0909,
node 3003, and node 3004.

Label Distribution Protocol Based Hierarchical Virtual Private LAN Service
This network model has four aggregation ABRs. The following configuration provides LDP based H-VPLS
on one of the aggregation ABR. Here, the node 0909 is configured for data collection. Similarly, the
pre-aggregation ABR can be configured.
It needs configuration on multiple components, such as L2VPN and MPLS.
l2vpn
bridge group MAN-UC2_HVPLS_R11
bridge-domain MAN-UC2_HVPLS_R11_Nx
neighbor 100.11.6.0 pw-id 209911601
!
neighbor 100.11.7.0 pw-id 209911701
!
vfi HVPLS_LDP
neighbor 100.9.8.0 pw-id 209909801
!
neighbor 100.30.3.0 pw-id 230309901
!
neighbor 100.30.4.0 pw-id 230409901
!
!
!
!
mpls ldp
router-id 100.9.9.0
!

Hierarchical Virtual Private LAN Service using BGP Active Discovery
The following configuration provides BGP-AD based H-VPLS on the aggregation ABR. Here, the node 0909
is configured for data collection as shown in the below figure. The same configuration is applicable for the
pre-aggregation ABR. It needs configuration on various components, such as L2VPN, MPLS LDP, and BGP.
l2vpn
bridge group MAN-UC2_BGP-HVPLS_R11
bridge-domain MAN-UC2_BGP-HVPLS_R11_Nx
neighbor 100.11.6.0 pw-id 209911611
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!
neighbor 100.11.7.0 pw-id 209911711
!
vfi HVPLS_BGP
vpn-id 1300
autodiscovery bgp
rd 100:1300
route-target 1:1
!
!
!
!
mpls ldp
router-id 100.9.9.0
!
router bgp 100
bgp router-id 100.9.9.0
address-family l2vpn vpls-vpws
!
neighbor-group SvRR
remote-as 100
update-source Loopback9
address-family l2vpn vpls-vpws
!
!
neighbor 100.0.12.0
use neighbor-group SvRR
!
neighbor 100.0.22.0
use neighbor-group SvRR
!

Hierarchical Virtual Private LAN Service Integrated with Provider Backbone
Bridging Ethernet Virtual Private Network
In the figure shown below, the node 0909 is configured for data collection. The following configuration
provides PBB—EVPN based H-VPLS on the aggregation ABR. This configuration is also applicable for the
pre-aggregation ABR. It needs configuration on various components such as L2VPN, PBB, and BGP.
l2vpn
bridge group MAN-UC2_PBBEVPN_R11-EDGE
bridge-domain MAN-UC2_PBBEVPN_R11_Nx
neighbor 100.11.6.0 pw-id 209911621
!
neighbor 100.11.7.0 pw-id 209911721
!
pbb edge i-sid 1500 core-bridge MAN-UC2_PBBEVPN_R11_31-CORE
!
!
bridge-domain MAN-UC2_PBBEVPN_R11_31-CORE
pbb core
evi 1500
!
!
!
!
!
mpls ldp
router-id 100.9.9.0
!
router bgp 100
bgp router-id 100.9.9.0
address-family l2vpn evpn
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!
neighbor-group SvRR
remote-as 100
update-source Loopback9
address-family l2vpn evpn
!
!
neighbor 100.0.12.0
use neighbor-group SvRR
!
neighbor 100.0.22.0
use neighbor-group SvRR
!
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